salus

The first entirely prefabricated spa that can be placed in any
contest, fully equipped and low cost.
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finishes
external wall cladding planks of larch and skim plaster
pergolas in larch wood
corners and flashing roof in iron
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system: monobloc (781x812 cm)
structure: reinforced concrete | lightened structure

The first entirely prefabricated spa that can be placed
in any contest, fully equipped and low cost.
Modularity, the many possible options and the
building technology employed guarantee that “salus”
can easily placed in any landscape.
“Salus” is a complete and flexible project, which can
change according to the equipment and the technical
solutions. It can satisfy the needs of every customer
and fit in any type of facility. Different wellness
programmes complete the project: hot tub, sauna,
steam bath, emotional shower, relax and body care
area.
In order to supply the full service at maximum level
and performance, C.M.C.2.0 has selected as partners
and suppliers the best Italian companies in the
wellness industry.
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1 ingresso | entrance
2 spogliatoio | dressing room
3 area relax | relax area
4 tisaneria | tea point
5 idromassaggio | water massage
6 bagno turco | turkish bath
7 doccia emozionale | sensory shower
8 sauna | steam house
9 modulo prefabbricato outdoor AIR |
prefab outdoor element AIR
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finishes and accessories
walls
10

skim plaster

wood

metal

laminate
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stone
klinker
gres

corners and guttering
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iron sheet

stainless

concrete

wood

indoord

iron
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doors&windows
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01

ceramic|gres

mosaic

design|architettonico is the
new line for prefab buildings
made thanks to serial design
and the care of every detail,
which is typical of quality
architecture.
This is a series of complete
architectural items, realised
thanks to C.M.C.2.0’s industrial

skim plaster

grill

know-how and the formal
and design sensitivity of PRR
Architetti. A wide range of
solutions, of materials and
accessories,
selected
and
made available to customers,
guarantee rapid excellent
formal and functional result.
design|architettonico

all RAL colours

contains a range of objects that
can adapt to different purposes
in the city and countryside.
It is a constantly evolving
process thriving on technology
and new materials research, on
their possible applications in
terms of cost control, lifespan
and sustainability.
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01 structure 02 external panneling 03 frame door 04 door 05 threshold 06 corner 07 lighting
corner 08 light and air well 09flashing roof 10 photovoltaic panel
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company
C.M.C.2.0 makes prefab buildings for different purposes and with
dimensions varying from 3 to 2000 sqm and upward.
The fields of applications are many: bath-houses, camping sites, schools,
emergency housing, sports centre, toilets etc.
C.M.C.2.0 has two production lines:

walls

su|misura
design|architettonico
su|misura is synonymous with utmost flexibility and contains the
company’s classical production.
design|architettonico is the new line for prefab buildings made thanks
to serial design and the care of every detail, which is typical of quality
architecture.
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